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WiFi in stadiums and entertainment arenas has become a necessity. Sports fans, concert attendees, and guests
at special functions all want to be able to share their experience by posting videos, photos, tweets, and updates
in real time.
Even outdoor venues and parks are amping up their WiFi access point deployments to accommodate this growing
trend. In fact, the global market for Outdoor WiFi is expected to grow to $37.2 billion by 2018, a 141% increase
in just five years. 1
However, outdoor and public venue access point deployments present a challenge beyond just aesthetics.
Protection against impact damage and weather are vital, and security is important to stay on budget. With so
many APs needed to provide reliable coverage in high density areas, constant replacements can be very costly.
Oberon has created a variety of solutions for Outdoor & Entertainment Venues to enhance the security and
aesthetics of every WAP installation. Because each venue is unique and presents different challenges, many
of these solutions are customizable. Oberon’s “off-the-shelf” products create a base design, which can then be
modified as needed to suit a particular environment or access point.
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Model 3002
Vanity cover for outdoor access points
Paintable, UV resistant plastic vanity cover for Cisco’s IW3700 outdoor
wireless access point.
Conceal cables, connectors, and mounting bracket.

Model 3015
Wide under seat enclosure for stadiums
Designed to protect both wireless access point with attached
dipole antennas and external directional antenna(s) when
mounted under seats in auditorium or stadium. Fastens
to riser. Includes aluminum backplane, thermoformed UV
resistant plastic cover, gasket and antenna/AP mounting
hardware. The thermoform plastic is virtually transparent to
wireless signals.

Model 1020

Polycarbonate NEMA 4 WAP enclosure for
underseat applications
This compact NEMA 4 enclosure protects WAPs in
challenging environments such as stadiums and
auditorium from weather, pressure spray, spilling
liquids, dust, and impacts, and is transparent to
wireless signals so WAPs with body-integrated
antennas or small detachable antennas may be
protected. Paintable. This is the smallest NEMA 4
enclosure for most WAPs and is ideal for underseating installation.

Model 3010
Under seat enclosure for stadiums
Large enough for most enterprise WAPs or antennas yet
compact enough to fit under the seat without impeding
foot space.
This unit is comprised of an aluminum back plane and durable thermoformed UV resistant plastic cover with a gasket
for outdoor installation. The plastic can be easily drilled for
cable egress. Includes antenna/AP mounting bracket.
The thermoform plastic is virtually transparent to wireless
signals.

Model 3020
Handrail enclosure
Designed to protect wireless access point and directional
antenna when mounted on handrails in auditorium or stadium. Center plane fastens to handrail. Thermoformed UV
resistant, plastic cover, gasket and AP/antenna mounting
hardware.
Available by special order only

No two venues are the same.
Products can be custom ordered and modified to suit your environment.
Please allow adequate design, tooling, production, and delivery time when
planning new projects. Standard Oberon products require a 4-5 week lead
time for production. Custom products may require a much longer lead time,
depending on material supplier (e.g. metal fabricator vs. plastic).
Work with your Oberon sales representative to plan
a roll-out schedule to ensure delivery by target completion date.
ABOUT OBERON, INC.
Oberon, Inc. is the leading manufacturer of WiFi access point enclosures and mounting solutions; offering the widest selection of products for practically every environment, including hospitals, schools, hotels, commercial and retail spaces, public venues, and outdoor or otherwise demanding environments. Oberon’s products are
used by wireless designers worldwide to facilitate design and installation of secure,
high performance, easily maintained, and aesthetic WiFi networks.
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